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Abstract: In this paper, a new design methodology is proposed as a teaching tool. A conceptual model generates a
description of design variables where a model is built using experimental data. This model is validated and can be used to
generate preliminary and optimal designs. As a case of application, propellers are designed using different materials, forms
and dimensions. Results indicate a different alternative for teaching in generating high performance designs.
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1. Introduction
A Conceptual design is useful to make assumptions about the performance of a specific design under changes of
specific design variables, and changes in criteria. Also, it negates cost and entails low risk. This paper is a presentation of
methodology used in undergraduate courses of design. The proposed approach has the intention to illustrate methodology to
generate three forms of design: (i) Conceptual design to establish variables and design criteria, (ii) Preliminary designs, a
validated model generated by experimental data considering the variables proposed by conceptual design and (iii) an optimal
design using validated model of preliminary design that can be used with an optimization tool to find optimal design
variables that satisfy optimal criteria.
Conceptual design has been proposed in literature. In Vu et al. (2011), the use of conceptual design and optimization
of compound gyroplane is proposed considering its configuration and its characteristics. A design, methodology, and
approach are proposed to solve conflict between the design process; the need for efficient hover, and the effectiveness of
forward flight in the helicopter. The design criteria are to increase the helicopter’s maximum forward speed. The results of
the optimization are the reduction of all four kinds of compound gyroplanes. Conceptual design is useful to determine the
manufacturing cost and production system performance as it was shown in the work of (Goo, 2006) where a power system
for a reduced-scale tip-jet rotor by using a small turbo-jet engine is designed. The in-plane thrust that the owed system can
produce is measured and compared with the generated thrust by the conceptual design by finite elements analysis. A vertical
axis water turbine is designed to supply energy for UMPs. The influence of structural parameters is investigated on the
turbine performance using conceptual design based on simulations (Wenlong, 2013). Conceptual design can be integrated
with other tools. For example, design of blades for turbines involve complex geometry making design cycles difficult. By
means of a rapid prototyping integrated with simulations of complex geometries, a methodology is proposed for conceptual
design (Dawes, 2008).
This paper is organized as follows: a review of the methodology is presented in the second section, the approach
proposed is shown in the third section, cases of design are given in the fourth section (including results), and conclusions are
included in the last section.

2. Modeling, Validation and Optimization Approaches
2.1 Perceptron Neural Network
Neural Networks are used to model non linear processes. Linear regression is ideal to explain the relationship
between variables (Neural networks are black boxes); but the regression prediction precision are lower than of neural
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